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Scottish Parliament 

Local Government and 
Communities Committee Voter 

Turnout Seminar 
Friday 4 June 2010 

[The Deputy Presiding Officer opened the 
meeting at 10:01] 

Voter Turnout 

The Deputy Presiding Officer (Alasdair 
Morgan): Good morning. I am Alasdair Morgan, 
one of the party’s Deputy Presiding Officers. That 
was a Freudian slip—I am one of the Parliament’s 
Deputy Presiding Officers. It is my pleasure to 
welcome you to the Scottish Parliament and to 
this seminar on voter turnout. [Interruption.] It is 
always the members who do not know where to 
sit. There is probably a script, but they have 
begun to upset it already—never mind. I thought 
that Bruce Crawford and Jim Tolson were about 
to form a new coalition. 

As you know, the seminar has been organised 
by the Parliament’s Local Government and 
Communities Committee, in conjunction with the 
Scottish Government. I am sure that all of us 
appreciate the importance of the issue. It would 
not be an exaggeration to say that poor voter 
turnout represents one of the major challenges to 
democracy today. For example, the turnout at the 
previous Scottish Parliament elections only just 
struggled above 50 per cent, after falling below 
that figure in 2003. 

There is no simple answer to the issue. No 
single organisation or group has responsibility for 
it—that is why all of you are here today. There 
are people from public organisations, the 
Parliament, the Government, the Electoral 
Commission, universities, local government and 
many other relevant bodies. The seminar 
provides us with a forum to examine in some 
detail the reasons for low turnout. Hopefully, the 
recommendations from today’s workshops will 
feed directly into the work that the Local 
Government and Communities Committee is 
undertaking in the area. 

We will also examine the processes that are 
involved in holding elections in Scotland. Clearly, 
those processes have an influence on how 
people perceive the electoral process and on 
whether they become involved and use their vote. 

The Scottish Parliament has taken forward a 
number of initiatives that are aimed at developing 
its engagement and reaching out specifically to 
groups of people who, traditionally, for a variety of 
reasons, have felt distanced from the political 
process and the work of their elected 

representatives. Last year, when we marked our 
10th anniversary, we reviewed our engagement 
strategy, launched a new series of community 
partnerships and held a communities conference 
for voluntary and campaign-based organisations 
throughout Scotland. Those initiatives were well 
received on the whole, which suggests that 
people are still engaged with politics and issues. 
They are perhaps less engaged with some of the 
more traditional methods of political activism. We 
must address that issue today. 

Thank you for joining us. You are most 
welcome to the Scottish Parliament. I hope that 
you have an enjoyable day and encourage you to 
get involved in the proceedings, especially the 
workshops that you will attend shortly. First, it is 
my pleasure to ask Duncan McNeil MSP, the 
convener of the Local Government and 
Communities Committee, to address the chamber 
and to set the scene. 

Duncan McNeil (Greenock and Inverclyde) 
(Lab): Good morning. I extend my welcome and 
thanks to you all for giving of your time to attend 
this important seminar.  

I have the privilege of being the convener of the 
Local Government and Communities Committee, 
which is hosting the seminar with the Scottish 
Government. Committee members are here in 
good numbers. David McLetchie MSP is with us, 
our deputy convener Bob Doris MSP will chair the 
discussion session on turnout figures and trends, 
my colleague Mary Mulligan MSP will chair the 
session on civic participation and Jim Tolson 
MSP will chair the session on voter registration 
and increasing turnout. I hope that, given the 
turnout from the committee, you accept how 
seriously we take the issue. Of course, Alasdair 
Morgan, who welcomed you this morning, is also 
on the committee. We are certainly dominating 
the early part of the proceedings, but I hope that 
you will get your voice later today. 

The seminar is a milestone in a journey that 
began with the mess—the debacle—of the 2007 
Scottish Parliament and local government 
elections, which we all agreed seriously damaged 
public confidence in the democratic system. The 
elections expert Ron Gould was asked to carry 
out an independent review of what happened and 
he published his findings in October 2007. With 
his condemnation that  
“the voter was treated as an afterthought” 

in the preparations for those elections ringing in 
our ears, the Parliament got down to work.  

Our committee undertook an inquiry to consider 
the Gould report and its recommendations. Of 
course, the most significant and visible 
recommendation was to decouple the Scottish 
Parliament and local government elections, which 
the Parliament agreed to in passing the Scottish 
Local Government (Elections) Bill. During its 
inquiry and subsequent scrutiny of that bill, the
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 committee recognised that more work was 
needed on the wider issues of voter engagement 
and low turnout. We also recommended that 
more work needed to be done to increase voter 
registration.  

Throughout that work, the Scottish Government 
has been clear that it would work with the 
committee to examine those important issues and 
we appreciate that commitment. However, I 
suggest that the issues are far too important to be 
left to mere politicians. That is why the committee 
is delighted to host the seminar with the Scottish 
Government and, more important, with you—who, 
I believe, represent more than 50 organisations. 
We hope that, together with you, we will find 
solutions to the challenges that face our 
democracy in Scotland. 

In this year’s United Kingdom general election, 
we all talked about the higher than expected 
turnout and congratulated ourselves that turnout 
was on the up. At 65 per cent, it is certainly up on 
the 59 per cent turnout in the 2001 UK elections, 
but that is not exactly a cause for celebration 
when we consider that turnout was 71 per cent in 
1997 and 78 per cent in 1992. The highest 
turnout in the Scottish Parliament elections was in 
1999, and that was only 59.1 per cent. Turnout 
slumped to 49 per cent in 2003, although it 
improved slightly to around 52 per cent in 2007. It 
is clear that, in our recent past, fewer and fewer 
people have been engaged in the electoral 
process and we need to think about what we can 
do to turn the tide.  

When we were considering the Scottish Local 
Government (Elections) Bill, concern was 
expressed that turnout for local government 
elections would fall if they were not linked to 
another election. It is true that the evidence 
suggests that that could be the case, but we have 
to recognise that voter turnout is influenced by a 
large number of factors, and that it is a much 
wider and more fundamental issue that has to be 
seen beyond the context of decoupled elections. 

In our report, we quoted Dave Watson from 
Unison—he is in the chamber today, so I am glad 
that we chose to use this quote. He said: 

“a higher turnout that is due to the parliamentary 
elections, frankly, just masks the problem. All of us—civic 
society, politicians, political parties and local authorities—
need to focus on the reasons for the low turnout by doing 
much more work to make people want to turn out in local 
elections.”—[Official Report, Local Government and 
Communities Committee, 25 March 2009; c 1884.]  

Whether elections are at a local or national 
level, the same fundamental issue about how we 
engage people in the electoral process arises 
again and again. I know that a number of 
participants here today have considered this 
issue, and I know that there are initiatives that are 
aimed at showing people why it is important to 
vote. Hopefully, we will get to hear more about all 
that work during the course of the morning.  

As part of that, we also need to consider voter 
registration. We know that it is a reserved issue, 
but it is important. Recent information from the 
Electoral Commission confirmed that, between 
1999 and 2008, overall registration in Scotland 
fell by 6.4 per cent but registration in Glasgow 
and Edinburgh fell by 16 per cent. We need to 
worry about the pockets in those cities where that 
percentage must be much higher. We need to 
understand why that is the case.  

We talked a lot in our reports about the need to 
have better information campaigns. Obviously, a 
lot of that work is carried out by the Electoral 
Commission. However, local authorities also 
undertake information campaigns around local 
government elections. Our report on the bill to 
decouple elections highlighted the need for those 
campaigns to be properly resourced. The chief 
executive of the City of Edinburgh Council, Tom 
Aitchison, said to us that, in 2007, his council was 
allocated a mere £15,000 to promote public 
awareness of those elections. We know that there 
is a squeeze on public expenditure, but we also 
questioned whether that kind of sum would be 
adequate for a proper public information 
campaign. What price democracy?  

Today is about trying to find solutions. We 
know that turnout is a problem and we know that 
voter registration is a problem, but we should 
consider what we can learn from elsewhere and 
how we can make improvements. After this initial 
session, we will break into three groups, which 
will consider turnout figures and trends; civic 
participation initiatives and the role of the new 
media; and voter registration and increasing 
turnout. 

We know that there is no magic wand and that 
we cannot solve all those issues in the course of 
a morning seminar, but we can make a good start 
and put in place a foundation that we can build 
on. 

I encourage everyone to participate fully in the 
workshops and to share their experiences in the 
knowledge that they will be listened to and that 
we will act on those recommendations. We will 
have the opportunity to hear from each workshop 
group in turn when we come back into the 
chamber, and I look forward to hearing what 
people think we can do in order to bring about the 
goal that we all want, which is an electoral system 
that will ensure that as many voters as possible 
are able to exercise their democratic right.  

The Deputy Presiding Officer: I invite Bruce 
Crawford, the Minister for Parliamentary 
Business, to address the chamber. 

10:15 
Bruce Crawford (Minister for Parliamentary 

Business): I will start by echoing the words of 
Alasdair Morgan and Duncan McNeil. This is a 
unique event that is aimed at considering new
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 and innovative ways in which to improve 
turnout for the 2012 local government elections 
and elections beyond that. I welcome everyone to 
this fantastic auditorium in this fantastic Scottish 
Parliament.  

One of my main worries in the lead-up to 
today’s event was about turnout. I am glad to see 
that so many people have turned out today—I 
should not have worried. I am delighted to see 
such a broad range of organisations and 
individuals here today, and I thank you for 
coming. I also thank the members of the Local 
Government and Communities Committee for 
collaborating with the Scottish Government on 
this event. 

Duncan McNeil has set out some of the history 
behind the committee’s involvement in what is 
undoubtedly an important issue for the people of 
Scotland. I will begin with a quote from Thomas 
Jefferson: 

“the elective franchise, if guarded as the ark of our 
safety, will peaceably dissipate all combinations to subvert 
a Constitution, dictated by the wisdom, and resting on the 
will of the people.” 

That says just how important voting is. 

As a politician, I have always been keen to 
stress that voting is the single most important 
action that a citizen can take to ensure that their 
voice is heard. By voting for our preferred 
candidate or candidates, we directly elect the 
people who will make the decisions that affect us, 
our families and our communities in our everyday 
lives. That seems an obvious truth, but too many 
people do not vote and so miss the opportunity to 
make their voices heard and the opportunity to 
make a difference. A strong, stable and vibrant 
democracy relies on people from all walks of life 
making use of their votes. If they do not use their 
votes, frankly, we all have a problem. As another 
politician once said: 

“Bad politicians are sent to Washington by good people 
who don’t vote.” 

What can we do? The figures for turnout in 
elections show that, for many reasons, individuals 
and groups in society are either making a 
conscious effort not to participate in the 
democratic process or being alienated from it. 
Whether from our own experiences, as 
politicians, or from vox pop interviews, the 
messages that are coming from many groups in 
society are clear: “All politicians are the same,” 
“They’re only it for themselves,” and, “It won’t 
make any difference who I vote for.” Some people 
would say that politicians need to do more to 
demonstrate their honesty, to keep their promises 
and to treat people with respect—not to take 
them for fools or talk down to them. They would 
say that our behaviour and attitude must change. 
I am sure that those things are part of the 
problem in motivating people to vote, but how can 
we repair that disconnect between politicians and 
voters? 

Research has shown that people’s political 
involvement in a broad sense is not diminishing. 
What we are seeing is not disengagement from 
political issues but disengagement from the 
formal political process. The way in which 
politicians communicate and relate to the 
electorate has changed and information is a key 
driver in framing attitudes to voting. The most 
important factor in improving participation is 
persuading voters that the election, and the 
political process more generally, is relevant to 
them and that their vote matters. That is the 
responsibility not just of politicians at all levels in 
all parties but of the Government and, arguably, 
the media. All of us—civic society, politicians, 
political parties, unions and local authorities—
must focus on the reasons for low voter turnout. 
We need to do more to create an environment 
that motivates far more people to turn out, 
encouraging a greater level of public participation 
across the board. We need to raise the profile of 
local government issues and candidates. As 
Duncan McNeil said, that is one of the main 
driving forces behind the decision to decouple the 
local government elections from the Scottish 
Parliament elections. We need to increase voter 
awareness and interest as well as general 
understanding of the democratic process. 

Duncan McNeil has spoken of concern at the 
turnout figures. In the 1974 regional council 
elections in Scotland, there was a turnout of 50 
per cent, yet turnout failed to reach that level in 
the next 11 sets of local government elections. In 
1999, when we had the combined elections, 
turnout rose slightly but it then fell back to 49 per 
cent in 2003, rising to 52 per cent in 2007. I have 
used 50 per cent as a comparator, but I am 
certainly not suggesting that it should be our 
target. Even if we hit 50 per cent, it goes without 
saying that half of those who are entitled to vote 
are not taking up that opportunity.  

What are some of the things that we need to 
examine today? We need to look at voter 
education material and campaigns to explain the 
aims of elections and motivate individuals to 
register to vote and to use their vote. Duncan 
McNeil gave us some pretty stark statistics in that 
regard. We need to ensure that as many people 
as possible have access to the democratic 
process. We need to find new ways in which to 
motivate people to take part and be included in 
the process. We must identify the groups in our 
society who are harder to reach and find new 
ways to engage with them. In a strong 
democracy, groups who are less motivated and 
so are less likely to vote deserve to be included in 
the democratic process just as much as the rest 
of us. 

One question that we must look at today is 
what difficulties we face in persuading people to 
vote. The Scottish Government is already working 
with the electoral management board for Scotland 
and electoral professionals to prepare the country
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 for the 2012 local government elections. We 
are also working with the Electoral Commission 
and others to ensure that there is an effective 
public information campaign that tells people 
when to vote and explains the mechanics of 
voting under the single transferable vote system. 
That work will help to deliver an effective election 
based on the existing, traditional model.  

However, at an event like today’s, we should 
look a little further ahead to some of the issues in 
the longer term. If people are not coming out to 
vote under the current arrangements, should we 
consider ways in which to make it easier for them 
to vote? We need to look to remove the barriers 
that might dissuade the potential voter. Recent 
elections have seen an increase in the number of 
postal votes that are applied for and used, and 
the postal vote system has been shown to attract 
those who might not otherwise turn out to vote. 
Should we encourage greater use of postal 
voting? Parts of England and Wales have 
experimented with pilots involving all-postal 
votes, with varying degrees of success. Because 
they were pilots, they were accompanied by 
extensive local publicity to explain the change to 
the electors. Can we learn from those examples 
of voting being made easier through postal 
voting? 

The internet is now widely available and used 
throughout society. We should consider whether 
people should be allowed to vote electronically. 
We need to tap into the potential of new media 
including Facebook. We need to understand the 
power of peer behaviour, such as that which 
encouraged many young people, in particular, to 
vote in the recent UK elections through messages 
posted on Facebook. We could consider using 
text messaging to issue voting information and 
reminders to go out to vote. Pilot schemes have 
been used to encourage voting in that way. 
Those who registered to vote received text 
reminders on how to vote and were entered into a 
prize draw. That might go too far, too quickly for 
us in Scotland, but it should be considered. 

People manage to find their way to the local 
shops every day, so why not consider allowing 
voting in certain shops or other public buildings? 
Mobile polling stations could be introduced to 
take the voting process closer to people in remote 
areas. Rather than stick with the tradition of 
voting only on Thursdays, we could introduce the 
practice that is in use elsewhere of allowing 
voting to take place over a number of days. We 
could even consider introducing weekend voting if 
there was sufficient demand for it and evidence 
that more people would be inclined to vote. 

My message is that we should look for new 
ways of voting and consider whether they would 
increase turnout by making the process easier. 
Putting the voter first is a mantra that I think all of 
us would share. In practice, convenience 
enhances the voting process. However, the many 

electoral professionals in the room today will 
agree that, although it is important to think about 
using different methods, they must be weighed up 
against the security of the ballot. 

A number of consulates are represented here 
today. How does turnout in Scotland compare 
with turnout in the rest of the European Union? 
The figures for national, local and European 
elections indicate that turnout has generally been 
in decline. That is true for all elections across EU 
member states, with the exception of those where 
there is compulsory voting. 

The overall turnout in the European elections 
was disappointing, but there were some notable 
exceptions. Luxembourg achieved a figure of 91 
per cent, and turnout was 90 per cent in Belgium, 
79 per cent in Malta, 66 per cent in Italy—which is 
represented here today—and 60 per cent in 
Denmark. We need to learn from the experiences 
of those countries to understand how they 
motivate people in elections there. 

There was a bit of an improvement in the 
recent UK election but, as Duncan McNeil said, 
we should not necessarily be celebrating that, 
given the markers from the past. Furthermore, 
there were reports from some polling stations of 
“unprecedented” numbers of people turning up 
and of “unexpected” numbers of people wanting 
to vote, with queues forming in the streets. 
Perhaps it was not handled well, but that is a sign 
that people in some areas were encouraged to 
get out and vote, and that they were motivated, 
for whatever reason. 

How do we convey that enthusiasm on the part 
of the electorate to local government elections? 
There are no simple answers, and there is no 
secret formula for increasing voter turnout. It is 
influenced by so many factors. That is why we 
are all here today. In our discussion sessions, we 
need to share experiences and explore new ideas 
about what we can do to increase turnout. 
Whatever happens, we must all work together to 
ensure that politics and voting remain relevant to 
public life. 

I will end with another quote that I like, from 
Lyndon B Johnson: 

“The vote is the most powerful instrument ever devised 
by man for breaking down injustice and destroying the 
terrible walls which imprison men because they are 
different from other men.” 

That is as good a reason to be here as any. Enjoy 
the day. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Thank you, 
Bruce. I now introduce with great pleasure Dr 
Robert Johns, lecturer in electoral behaviour at 
the University of Strathclyde, to set the scene for 
our discussion sessions. 

Dr Robert Johns (University of Strathclyde): 
Thank you for the invitation to speak here today. I 
am used to single-figure audiences in seminar
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 rooms and a lot of PowerPoint-related comfort 
blankets. I would have welcomed a lower turnout 
today, personally. However, it is an indication of 
the privilege that I feel to be invited here that I 
have put on my wedding and funeral outfit for the 
occasion—those of you who know me will know 
that my wearing a tie is a rare occurrence. 

Following a few remarks about turnout in 
general, this talk basically has two main parts. 
The first is on some of the reasons why Scotland 
and Britain in general lag low down the local 
election turnout league table. Secondly, on the 
more positive bit, I will consider whether what we 
know about those who vote in local elections 
gives us some idea about the efficacy of the 
various methods that have been proposed for 
improving turnout, not least by the minister just 
now. Although there will be a rather pessimistic 
flavour to a great deal of what I have to say, I will 
try not only to convince you that it is not 
gratuitous gloom, but to end on some notes of at 
least guarded optimism. 

There are basically three reasons why people 
vote: first, because they think that it is their duty 
to do so, regardless of the circumstances; 
secondly, because they strongly support a party 
and an election is an opportunity to express that 
support, regardless of the other circumstances; 
and, thirdly, because they think that their vote can 
make a difference. That reason has two 
components. Will their vote make a difference to 
the result, and will the result make a difference to 
some broader outcomes that they are interested 
in? 

Turnout in national elections—not just in Britain 
but especially in Britain—is in decline. The main 
two reasons for that relate to the first two reasons 
why people vote. First, there has been a 
generational decline in the sense of duty to vote. I 
say “generational” because it is not a matter of 
people suddenly deciding that there is no point—
the generations who feel the sense of duty most 
strongly, especially those who have vivid 
memories of the war, when democracy was under 
threat, are dying. The new generations that come 
into the electorate have been socialised at a time 
when the vote is taken for granted, to put it 
bluntly. There is also a generational decline in 
party identification with regard to one’s loyalty to 
a party for all kinds of factors that I do not have 
time to go into and explain. In short, the first key 
message is that turnout in national elections is 
declining not because the costs of voting have 
spiralled or because of a huge disconnect 
between the governed and the governing but 
because of a declining sense of duty and party 
loyalty. 

10:30 
There has been less of a decline in turnout in 

local government elections—in fact, looking at the 
trends, one could argue that it is more of a case 

of low-level stability than a shallow downward 
trend—but if the trend has been downwards, it is 
probably due mainly to the decline in party 
identification. It might also be due to a decline in 
a sense of duty, although it is not clear whether 
people ever felt that they fought a war for the right 
to elect district councillors or to participate in 
national elections. 

So a strong sense of duty or party identification 
is absent, but I think that the key to explaining low 
election turnout lies in a third factor. Do people 
think that their vote really makes a difference? 
Table 1 in the papers that I hope have been 
circulated to everyone shows the league table of 
relative local turnout. Like university league 
tables, it provides only a very impressionistic look 
at the real rankings, but you still get the clear 
impression that Scotland is very near the bottom 
of the table—although it is at least somewhat 
higher than England and Wales. 

Because I want to focus more on how we can 
improve turnout, I will not spend a lot of time on 
the question of why turnout in British elections 
lags so far behind. However, it is worth clarifying 
a few points in explaining why people think that 
their vote does not make a difference. The 
decline in party identification cannot really explain 
what is going on, because local election turnout 
was low even in the heyday of partisan 
attachments. For example, between 1920 and 
1970, local election turnout in Birmingham 
averaged 37 per cent. This issue has not arisen 
only recently; it is an enduring problem. 

What factors make people think that their vote 
can make a difference? Obviously, the starting 
point is formal powers. The more that an authority 
can do, the more people see a point in voting for 
it. There is evidence that that applies in local 
elections; for example, a study from California 
examined turnouts in hundreds of different city, 
district and municipal authorities, all of which 
varied in the amount of services that had been 
outsourced and contracted out. After considering 
five services, including sewerage and refuse 
collection, and holding all sorts of other features 
the same, the study found that for every service 
that an authority had contracted out one could 
expect turnout at a local election to fall by 1.7 
points. That makes sense: people feel that, 
because an authority is doing less, their vote 
matters less and thus there is less point in voting. 

Of course, it is not just about formal powers. 
The league table in table 1 reflects not only the 
importance of local authorities’ formal powers but 
other factors that matter, one of which is size. No 
matter whether we are talking about the number 
of people per elected councillor or the number of 
people per council, the ratio in Britain is still 
higher than anywhere else in Europe. Although in 
Scotland the ratio was somewhat lower and the 
picture slightly better—which might explain the 
historically rather higher local election turnouts in
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 Scotland compared with England and Wales—
things have reversed following the changes in the 
late 1990s. 

Another institutional factor with a slightly more 
positive prognosis is the electoral system. There 
is evidence not that proportional representation 
generates huge increases in turnout but that, 
other things remaining the same, it can be 
expected to boost turnout by 3 to 5 percentage 
points compared with plurality systems. Of 
course, that effect is relatively small and cannot 
account for everything going on in table 1; 
nevertheless, it is an effect. I will say more about 
the electoral system shortly. 

Institutional factors are not the whole story. 
What matters is not so much the constitutional 
reality but voters’ perceptions of the importance 
of elections. 

Scottish voters’ perceptions of local elections 
are shown in table 2. Those perceptions were 
recorded around the time of the 2007 election, so 
they are pretty recent. The table shows that 
Scottish local elections are not dismissed as 
irrelevant and that they attract at least some 
interest—although we must always make a bit of 
a discount for people feeling obliged to overdo 
things a bit in surveys—but it is clear that those 
elections are perceptibly adrift of Scottish 
Parliament and Westminster elections. That is 
partly due to institutional factors, but it is also due 
to the way in which elections are presented to the 
electorate. That is how potential voters arrive at 
an answer to the question, “Will my vote make a 
difference?” 

If we are looking for those who have failed to 
encourage people to care who wins and to think 
that local election votes will make a difference, 
we will find the usual suspects. One is the media. 
We know that local elections receive limited 
coverage and that the coverage that they are 
given tends to have a strongly national focus. 
However, it is much easier to complain about that 
than to see what can be done about it. Perhaps 
the new media offer more possibilities for 
localisation. Probably all of us have been on 
websites where we can enter our postcode and 
get local political information, but whether 
anybody goes to those sites who does not 
already fully intend to vote is a trickier point to 
resolve. 

There are also the parties. Things are 
exacerbated by the fact that local parties tend to 
be relatively weak in Scotland and in Britain as a 
whole, not least due to falling memberships in 
most cases, and they are often in thrall to the 
national parties. As local elections have become 
more partisan—there is a lower proportion of 
elected independents and more party discipline in 
local authorities—they have become less local. 

There is quite a sharp contrast with the 
experience in Ireland. Perhaps one reason why 

Ireland is further up table 1 is that there has been 
much greater party activity at the local level in its 
contests. Many rising stars of Irish politics cut 
their campaigning teeth in local elections. There 
is good reason to attribute that to the single 
transferable vote electoral system, at least in part. 
That gives grounds for optimism about future 
turnouts in Scottish local elections, especially in 
the medium to long term. Whether a first-past-
the-post plurality system or STV is used, the 
tendency for more competitive elections to 
generate higher turnouts, especially in more 
marginal wards, is not really the result of voters 
calculating the probability of making a difference; 
it is really the result of the nature, extent and 
prominence of campaigning. That is likely to vary 
somewhat even under a proportional system such 
as STV, but the prognosis is good, given how few 
authorities are anything like the one-party 
fiefdoms that were seen under the previous 
system. Experience in Ireland suggests that, as 
parties and candidates adapt to the broader 
incentives that are generated by STV, they will 
tend to do more to persuade voters of the key 
points: that it matters who wins; and that their 
vote could make a difference. 

To conclude the first part of my speech, there 
are plenty of reasons why we would expect the 
results in table 1—reasons that are to do with 
institutional factors and the behaviours of key 
players. An editorial in The Times in 2003 
summed up the long-established culture of 
disinterest and non-participation in local elections. 
It said that local elections are 
“the Christmas tree lights of British politics—one has to 
have them every year and they undoubtedly add colour to 
the scene, but are rarely that illuminating”. 

The problem is that not much looks likely to 
change. There are not many grounds for 
optimism about the rejuvenation of local 
democracy, more powers being given or the 
sudden localisation of the media. Civic duty and 
party identification are in generational and 
apparently terminal decline, so there does not 
seem to be much hope of an increase in 
participation based on them. The changing 
incentives that are offered by STV offer some 
hope, but things may well take a while. 

Rather than give up on that pessimistic point, it 
is at least worth considering the people who do 
vote and seeing whether they can give us a clue. 
That is where table 3 comes in. It is based on a 
survey that was conducted during the 2002 
English local elections. People were asked 
whether they had voted in those elections and 
whether they had voted in the general election. 
That can be checked through looking at the 
marked registers. The results convey one 
message particularly clearly. The kinds of things 
that predict whether someone will vote in a 
general election are the kinds of things that 
predict whether they will also vote in a local 
election. Some of those things—older people and
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 party identifiers are more likely to vote in local 
elections, for example—do not give many 
grounds for optimism, but other factors suggest a 
more positive outlook. 

It is worth noting the fact that a lot of those 
variables will be related to one another. People 
who pay more attention to an election, for 
example, are more likely to remember being 
canvassed and are more likely to care who wins. 
It take some more complicated analysis to 
disentangle the effects of those variables and find 
out what really matters. The factors that are 
highlighted in bold on table 3 are those that the 
authors of the study deem really to matter—the 
costs of voting, the benefits of voting and whether 
people feel a sense of duty to vote in local 
elections. 

So there seems to be the potential to increase 
turnout by reminding those who already feel 
some sense of duty to vote, reducing the costs of 
voting and increasing the perceived benefits of 
voting. In the second half of my speech, I will look 
at various means that have been proposed to 
achieve each of those in turn. 

I will start with reminders to the dutiful. A lot of 
experiments have been done, principally but not 
exclusively in the United States of America, that 
have looked at the effectiveness of the get-out-
the-vote type of campaign. The basic structure is 
always the same. You take some precincts, 
districts, neighbourhoods or whatever, and you 
administer some sort of treatment to them in the 
form of a get-out-the-vote campaign. Then you 
randomly assign other areas that are as similar 
as possible but deny them that treatment, and 
compare the turnout across the two areas. 

One major example from the US 2001 local 
elections involved six contests across the country 
and a non-partisan get-out-the-vote campaign. 
People just said, “How are you? I am such-and-
such with the Ohio youth vote”—or whatever—
“and we are reminding people that there is an 
election this Tuesday. Here is a bit of information. 
Have a nice day.” It was found that turnout was 
seven points higher among those who were 
contacted by such campaigns than among those 
who were not. That does not mean that turnout 
increased by seven points in those 
neighbourhoods because, of course, not 
everyone can be contacted—some people were 
not in and so on. However, it means that 12 
contacts were needed to deliver one extra vote, 
which worked out at $15 per extra vote. That 
does not sound like an awful lot. 

The average was dragged down rather. The 
costs would have been even lower but there were 
special circumstances in Carolina where, being 
post-9/11, some white supremacists also did 
some door-to-door canvassing on the deportation 
of Arabs, which meant that some people were 
understandably reluctant to open their door and 
that some of the get-out-the-vote canvassers 

were arrested on suspicion of being white 
supremacists. If that situation is taken as a bit of 
an outlier, it gives an even more impressive view 
of canvassing. 

There was an increase of about half that size if 
the canvassing was done by telephone, and there 
was no increase at all if the canvassers just 
shoved the leaflets through the door rather than 
making the face-to-face contact. That has led 
people to believe that personal contact is key; it 
also makes me wonder whether the approach will 
work in Britain, where we are so much surlier 
than the Americans. 

A similar experiment was held in Manchester, 
which many would argue is the capital of 
surliness, and its results suggests otherwise. 
Both door-to-door and phone get-out-the-vote 
campaigns had similar effects to each other, 
which meant that door-to-door canvassing was as 
effective as it is in the States, and phone 
canvassing was twice as effective. 

However, there has recently been some 
dispute about whether it is the personal contact 
that matters. A series of interesting experiments 
was held, again in the States, that compared the 
effectiveness of two types of persuasion or 
mobilisation—that from friends and peers, and 
that from strangers. The title of the report of the 
experiments is “Friends Don’t Make Friends 
Vote”. It sums up the key point that peers are not 
particularly effective. To understand why, it is 
probably best if you consider this question. I 
assume that most people here vote. The question 
that you need to ask yourself is, “Could your 
friends persuade you not to vote?” If the answer 
to that question is, “No, they damn well couldn’t,” 
or, “I don’t have any friends who would say that,” 
you get the idea. People are in social networks 
with people who are similar to them and the 
persuasion is directed at the already persuaded—
preaching to the converted, or preaching to the 
non-convertible. 

10:45 
Moreover, there is quite a lot of evidence that 

cold and impersonal approaches work, provided 
that they are timely. Text message reminders 
have been shown to have a significant effect on 
turnout. They produced a 3-point boost in a US 
mid-term election and a 1-point boost in a local 
election in California with a very low turnout. 
Those are much cheaper ways of canvassing 
than door to door or by phone. 

Delegates will be familiar with the “golf sale” 
signs that you sometimes see on busy streets. It 
has been shown that putting out signs that say 
“There is an election today, please go out and 
vote” has an effect. So does hanging on people’s 
doors signs like the ones that you see in hotels 
and walking away, provided that that is done at 
the right time. That suggests that increasing voter
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 turnout is less about developing personal 
networks and more about reminding people at the 
crucial juncture that they are part of the political 
network. 

It is not the case that people have clean 
forgotten that there is an election; when they 
switch on the 10 o’clock news, they do not think, 
“Oh blimey, I forgot all about it.” We are talking 
about an interaction in which things slip their mind 
for a bit and they make other plans, if no one 
reminds them, as there is not much social 
intercourse about or media coverage of the 
election. Reminders can cut through that kind of 
neglect. However, delegates will not be surprised 
to learn, given the coldness and immediacy of 
that approach, that it really works only for those 
who are already at least somewhat inclined to 
vote. It delivers more of the people who are 
inclined in that direction and does not deliver 
those who are set against the idea. 

Such mobilisation effects are not short term. 
The Manchester study of the 2005 general 
election, which showed quite a strong 
mobilisation effect, was followed up by a study in 
which the registers for the 2006 local elections 
were checked. The study’s authors found that the 
experiment had a clear knock-on effect, which is 
best described as a half-life. For every 100 extra 
voters in 2005 that the canvassing delivered, it 
appeared to deliver 50 extra votes in the 2006 
local elections. 

Because voting has an air of habit about it, if 
we can get people to do it once, we can get them 
to do it again in the future. The flip side of that 
point is that abstention in local elections can be a 
gateway drug to abstention from general 
elections. If someone gets out of the habit of 
voting in local elections, they can get out of the 
habit of voting even in so-called more important 
elections. A noticeable reminder, even if it is just 
a text, can help to prevent people from slipping 
away. That probably makes the expense worth 
while, even if we are not getting at the parts that 
are particularly hard to reach. 

I have spoken at length about persuading those 
who already have some sense of duty. Can we 
persuade any more people by lowering the costs 
of voting? Again, there is a lot of evidence on that 
point. Broadly, the picture is not rosy. Most 
attempts to increase the convenience of voting 
have little or no effect. I will give a minor and a 
major exception. Sunday voting has an effect. If 
people are allowed to vote on Sundays, turnout 
will be slightly higher, other things remaining the 
same. Voting on multiple days does not help, but 
Sunday is a special day in terms of voting. 

The major exception to the bleak picture is 
postal voting. I am not talking just about offering a 
postal vote—we know that that does not help, 
because the option has been open for decades. It 
just means that people who would have walked to 
the polling station walk to the postbox instead. 

However, having all-postal elections has an 
effect, which is greater in local elections than in 
general elections. When turnout is in the range of 
30 per cent, the marginal voter who might be 
encouraged to turn out by a more convenient 
method is different from the marginal voter who 
might be encouraged by convenience in a 
general election. 

It is never easy to know quite what the turnout 
would have been if there had not been an all-
postal ballot, but there is mounting and 
compelling evidence that it has a positive effect. 
The first studies in the US suggested that there 
was a difference of about 8 points between all-
postal and normal procedures in similar places. In 
Britain, experiments in 2002 and 2003 showed an 
average difference of 15 points. In 2002, there 
were even stronger effects in a couple of Scottish 
council by-election wards in Stirlingshire and 
Aberdeen, where percentage turnout was in the 
60s—way higher than would be expected in such 
elections in normal circumstances. In the 
European elections of 2004, there was an 
estimated positive effect of about 9 points. 

On the other hand, on other experiments, such 
as electronic voting in polling stations and remote 
electronic voting via computer, telephone or text, 
the Electoral Commission said: 

“There is nothing in the figures for the nine electronic 
voting areas to suggest that the advent of new technology 
inspired the electorate to vote in significantly greater 
numbers than would otherwise have been the case”. 

In short, they did not work. 

Why did postal voting work so much better? 
Because, as we know, such methods persuade 
the already motivated, and postal voting appeals 
to older people, in particular, who are more likely 
to think that they should vote. If young people do 
not feel a duty to vote or see the point in voting, 
we will not persuade them by giving them an 
array of extra options. 

I go back to my point about reminders. You 
might think that that is what is going on with all-
postal ballots—sending something to every house 
simply reminds people that an election is taking 
place. That is particularly likely to have been the 
case in the Scottish council ward by-elections that 
I mentioned, which might otherwise have slipped 
by unnoticed. We do not know whether it was the 
reminder element or the postal nature of the 
process that worked. It could also have been the 
novelty factor. As the minister suggested, it might 
have been a case of the glare of publicity 
surrounding the innovation generating an 
increase in turnout. Whatever the reason, we 
know that postal voting seems to work. 

We also know that the increase in turnout is 
significantly lower in all-postal ballots for which 
the standard declaration of identity is required. In 
cases in which the standard witness declaration 
has not been required, as was the case with the
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 experiment in Chorley, turnout has rocketed. In 
cases in which more stringent identity checks 
have applied, as in Hackney, turnout has barely 
moved. In other words, there is a bit of a trade-off 
between turnout and security and, by extension, 
voter confidence in procedures, which is worth 
considering. 

The Electoral Commission admits that 
“the ‘why and what’ matter more than the ‘how and when’ 
of voting”. 

The point is that we can make it easier to vote, 
but if people do not see the point of voting, why 
should they vote? The final way of trying to 
improve turnout, which involves increasing the 
perceived benefits of voting, is the hardest one of 
all. The parties cannot be forced apart 
ideologically, wards or councils cannot suddenly 
be made more marginal and a large-scale 
transfer of powers to local authorities seems 
unlikely, regardless of whether it would be 
desirable. 

However, there are a couple of points to note. 
The first is that direct democracy helps. Studies 
from across the world show that including 
referendums—especially referendums on voter-
driven initiatives—on local election ballots can 
have quite a significant positive effect on turnout. 
Secondly, political parties are the most reliable 
and cheap—because they will do it anyway—
means of persuading people of the benefits of 
voting. There is a long line of research that tells 
us that party campaigning works. I will not 
rehearse the argument in detail. However, it is 
worth noting that evidence on get-out-the-vote 
campaigns shows that they work just as well 
when they are partisan as when they are non-
partisan. By going to people and saying, “Please 
vote because there is an election tomorrow. We 
think that there are some crucial issues, which 
only we can solve,” campaigners from a particular 
party can increase turnout. Different people might 
be persuaded, but the overall effect on turnout 
seems to be pretty much the same. 

Although it is difficult to measure the impact 
and efficiency of national campaigning, the 
relatively low costs per vote of local campaigning, 
especially when methods such as texting are 
used, suggest that the balance of national to local 
electioneering in local election campaigns may be 
misguided, leaving aside the normative issue of 
how parties should campaign. 

I promised to conclude on two more optimistic 
notes. The first is that, prior to their being coupled 
with the Holyrood elections, Scottish local 
elections had an average turnout of 45 per cent. 
That is not that far short of the 50 per cent that 
the minister mentioned, not as a target, but as a 
figure of some symbolic relevance. The potential 
of relatively cheap canvassing methods such as 
sending text messages provides at least some 
basis for believing that an increase in turnout to 

50 per cent is well within the realms of possibility. 
I have no doubt that although all-postal local 
elections are at odds with the choice agenda that 
many people favour in this area, they would 
deliver a turnout rate of more than 50 per cent at 
a stroke. 

The second point is that at least local election 
turnout is stable. That is not really a cause for 
grand celebration, given how low it is, but it 
somehow seems less troubling than turnout for 
national elections, which keeps going down.  

It is not clear what problems are caused by 
having a turnout of 40 to 45 per cent. The 
causality runs in the opposite direction: low 
turnout is a symptom, not a cause, of the 
relatively poor health of local democracy. 
Unfortunately—this takes us back into 
pessimism—that means that attempts to improve 
turnout will paper over the deeper and more 
troubling cracks. 

That returns us to the three main reasons why 
people vote. The decline in duty and partisan 
loyalties makes it doubly important to convince 
voters that they can make a difference. If we do 
that, peripheral issues such as the convenience 
and cost of voting become irrelevant.  

I will give Rallings and Thrasher, who are the 
real dynamic duo of local elections research, the 
final words. They say:  

“any longer-term solution to this turnout problem lies not 
in making it easier to vote at local elections, but in 
demonstrating to more electors that such contests should 
and do matter.” 

Good luck with that. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Thank you 
very much for that, Dr Johns. It was fascinating 
and has given us a lot to think about in the 
discussion sessions to come. 

Members of the events team will shortly 
indicate to delegates how they can get to the 
various committee rooms where the discussion 
sessions are. We will see everybody back here 
later. 

10:56 
Meeting suspended. 

12:17 
On resuming— 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Welcome 
back. I think that we are ready to start once 
again. I hope that you found the discussion 
sessions useful. We will hear back from members 
of the Local Government and Communities 
Committee who chaired each of the sessions. 
After that, there will be an opportunity for a short 
Q and A. After that, there will be lunch—I say that 
simply to focus your attention. 
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Bob Doris MSP is the deputy convener of the 
Local Government and Communities Committee 
and he chaired the discussion session on turnout 
figures and trends. 

Bob Doris (Glasgow) (SNP): We interpreted 
the phrase “voter turnout and trends” rather 
widely, so the conversation flowed in several 
directions. I thank Sir John Arbuthnott and 
everyone in our session for their excellent 
contributions. In no specific order, I will run 
through the main themes that emerged—we did 
not prioritise them. 

Our first discussion was about the need to 
redouble efforts to educate the electorate. There 
was a feeling that that has become more difficult, 
and evidence was given of the prime ministerial 
debates on television leading to confusion among 
voters. For example, people complained that their 
ballot papers did not have the names of Nick 
Clegg, Gordon Brown and David Cameron on 
them—they expected that after seeing the prime 
ministerial debates. So, there is a need to 
redouble our efforts to educate people. That will 
be particularly important if we have a Scottish and 
a United Kingdom election in 2015. 

We also discussed the need for early 
intervention and the role of schools in teaching 
civic democracy. There was a feeling that primary 
schools are better at that than secondary schools, 
as they have always taken a curriculum for 
excellence-type approach to education; however, 
they could do more. There was a feeling that, in 
secondary schools in particular, the idea of civic 
democracy is left to modern studies—which is an 
oxymoron in terms of what civic democracy 
means, as everyone in the school should be 
involved. There should be early intervention 
through educating and developing young people’s 
ideas about civic democracy. 

Criticism was also laid—fairly, I must say, as a 
politician—at the door of the political parties, 
which tend to target certain seats, meaning that 
they are less active in other areas. That means 
that, in certain parts of the country, people would 
be lucky to see a politician chapping their front 
doors and politicians are not seen as local, 
particularly if the area is regarded as a safe seat. 
The politicians among us must ensure that, if we 
represent national parties, we are seen at 
election time—as well as between elections—on 
the ground and as part of the community. 

We also discussed accessibility issues, 
particularly for older individuals. With the 
demography showing an increasingly ageing 
population, we must ensure that older 
generations are encouraged to vote. We know 
that there is a high level of voter turnout among 
those generations, but we must ensure that they 
get independent advice on how to vote and that 
any barriers for people with learning disabilities, 
vision issues or hearing issues are dealt with. 

In terms of reaching the parts of democracy 
that we do not yet reach—the people who do not 
vote—the group believed that the voting system 
appears quirky and antiquated, especially to 
younger generations. That should not be lost on 
us. We might think that it is fantastic to get the 
little pencil and put a cross on the ballot paper, 
but that may seem bizarre to many people who 
do not vote and it may turn them off voting. We 
therefore discussed alternative forms of voting, 
including advance voting and online voting. With 
all such things, there was the caveat that people 
must not only be reassured that security issues 
have been addressed, but have confidence in the 
system. Even if the security issues had been 
addressed, the public would have to believe that 
they had been addressed. We also believe that 
there is a need for good local media coverage, 
particularly of council elections, and the 
promotion of themes at a local level in order to 
motivate turnout. 

There was a belief that we should inform the 
electorate before elections, with information 
packs being sent to every household. However, 
we thought that it was just as important to inform 
people after elections, telling them what 
happened and asking whether they understood 
the process. We should get information out to 
people not just before elections, but after them. 

Some people in the group suggested that we 
lower the voting age to 16. Some people also 
thought that there should be a caveat to the use 
of new technologies such as text messages, 
Facebook and the like, arguing that we would get 
only people who were already interested in 
politics signing up to a Facebook group and that 
that would not increase the motivation for people 
to go and vote—it would not reach the parts that 
have, as yet, not been reached. 

I am being told to wind up, so I will conclude 
with one final point. As voter turnout increases, 
we must ensure that it is an informed turnout. 
There is a danger that the use of text messages 
or online voting may encourage voting on a whim, 
meaning that parties at the margins of society 
could get ill-informed votes. One or two people 
expressed concerns about that. 

Thank you for listening to the main themes that 
came out of discussion group 1. I thoroughly 
enjoyed it. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Mary Mulligan 
MSP will report on the session on civic 
participation initiatives. 

Mary Mulligan (Linlithgow) (Lab): It is 
strange to be facing into the chamber. The 
participants in the civic participation discussion 
group were very vocal about their work. That 
started with our speaker, Stuart Moir, introducing 
the work that has been going on in West Lothian 
Council to ensure that young people register to 
vote and then use their votes. Stuart outlined a
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 number of ways in which the council has been 
working with young people, not just through 
schools, given the fact that 16 to 18-year-olds are 
not necessarily in schools, but through colleges, 
the careers advice service, shopping centres and 
anywhere where it can contact young people to 
encourage them both to register to vote and to 
use their votes. 

We also looked at the outcomes of that work, 
on which the council recently did a study. The 
registration was, of course, followed by the recent 
general election. It was good to see that the 
figures indicated that, of the additional people 
who were able to register, more than 50 per 
cent—was it 52 per cent, Stuart?—used their vote 
in the election. It is difficult to know whether those 
people would have voted anyway. Clearly they 
would not have done if they had not been 
registered, but the project made a difference to 
them. 

The council group is working with the electoral 
registration officer and using the register to 
identify not just the young person as an individual 
but their family—and I will come back to the 
influence of families on whether people vote if I 
can.  

We heard that there are a range of options for 
building capacity, and we felt that it is really 
important that young people are the basis for 
building future involvement. We had a 
representative from the Scottish Youth 
Parliament, who has experienced that 
encouragement and involvement and was able to 
say how it has made a difference to their 
becoming involved in the electoral process. 

There was a question about the cost of the 
work, which is an interesting one. If we are 
serious about wanting people to be involved and 
there is a cost, how much are we willing to pay? 
My own point of view is that we need to ensure 
that we register people and get them involved in 
the process, but some others might have an issue 
with how much we spend on that. 

There was a question about the age at which 
young people are first involved, which varies. We 
heard examples of young people being involved 
in election processes at primary school. To me, 
the answer seems to be that it does not matter at 
what age people are involved as long as we 
contact them before they reach the age of 
majority to show them what the voting system is, 
what it means and what effect it can have. That 
comes back to the point that Bob Doris made, 
which was that if we can show people that 
elections have an effect they are more likely to 
take part. 

We then heard examples of other groups in our 
communities that have perhaps not been as 
involved in the past as they might have been—
people with disabilities, people from the ethnic 
minorities communities, and others for whom 

there have been different, selective approaches 
that are more relevant to them to encourage them 
to take up their vote.  

The question that we kept coming back to was: 
why would people want to vote? Unless we 
answer that question, we will not get the result 
that many of us would like. Also raised was the 
issue of alienation of people from politics, 
perhaps because of how it is portrayed by the 
media. The media’s coverage of what politics is 
all about may or may not be the right one, but it 
causes a number of people some difficulties. 

People’s knowledge of where power lies—
another point that Bob Doris raised—is also an 
issue. Whether at local, national or European 
level, the decisions that are taken might affect 
how people want to get involved in the political 
process. 

There was also the point that trade union 
members are more likely to vote but may still not 
fully understand how the system works. We heard 
an example in which new media was used to 
encourage people to vote, and the point that 
came across in discussing the use of new media 
was that they are relevant to some groups in the 
community but not so much to others. We have to 
use a range of measures to ensure participation; 
we cannot use just one. A poster on a lamppost is 
one way of ensuring that people know that an 
election is coming—although for those of us who 
have to climb up the lamppost it is not the most 
effective. 

Finally, the issue of 16-year-olds voting was 
raised. Clearly the question is: at what age should 
young people get the vote? Should it be 16? Is 18 
appropriate? That question is constantly raised. 

The general feeling from the group’s discussion 
is that we can encourage people to become 
involved in a range of ways, but that we need to 
give them a reason to become involved and to 
ensure that, once they are involved in the 
electoral process, that has an impact on their 
futures. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Finally, Jim 
Tolson MSP will talk about the session on voter 
registration and increasing turnout. 

12:30 
Jim Tolson (Dunfermline West) (LD): I thank 

delegates again for coming along today and for 
participating in the sessions. I thank Sarah 
Mackie from the Electoral Commission for giving 
a helpful presentation at the start of our session 
on voter registration and increasing turnout, 
which certainly stirred up the conversation 
significantly. 

Sarah Mackie’s presentation touched on 
several points, a few of which I will cover. As is 
obvious, registration has an impact on turnout. If 
a person does not register to vote in the first
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 place, they will not have a vote. Electoral 
registration needs to balance accessibility with 
the security of votes. 

Sarah Mackie gave interesting international 
comparisons. A model of individual registration is 
used in countries such as Mexico and the USA. 
Many other countries follow a state registration 
system—Britain and Australia provide key 
examples of that. Some states, such as Sweden 
and Argentina, have created their own methods. 
Some countries allow same-day registration, at 
least for an advance vote—not all votes are cast 
on one day and some could be cast several days 
before. Nine USA states and Canada use that 
methodology. 

We touched on the history of electoral 
registration, which the 1832 reform act 
introduced. That act established an annual 
canvass, which was led by the head of the 
household. To an extent, that still applies. That 
system ensures that everybody in a household is 
registered to vote. 

Rolling registration was adopted in 2000 to 
allow registration outwith the main canvass period 
and individual registration was introduced in 
Northern Ireland in 2002. Not everybody 
considers the initial drop in the registered 
electorate in Northern Ireland to be a bad thing, 
because that would have clarified the situation if 
the initial registration list was partly false. The fall 
in registered numbers might be due to individual 
registration, but it might also have removed the 
dead wood—people who might have abused the 
system or become double registered for other 
reasons. That was a concern. 

The previous UK Government put in place 
legislation to introduce individual registration in 
the UK, which will be phased in over the next 
years. Politicians need to know more about that 
and we need to educate the public on such 
subjects, so quite a lot of work is coming through 
that legislation. It was interesting to find that the 
new Government has said that it wants to 
accelerate the individual registration process. At 
this early stage of the new Government, no clear 
details about that are available, but many of us 
will pay close attention to that. 

Our session discussed key issues that relate to 
some of the interesting statistics in Sarah 
Mackie’s presentation. For example, 8 to 9 per 
cent of the eligible population are unregistered, 
56 per cent of 17 to 24-year-olds are unregistered 
and 31 per cent of people from black and minority 
ethnic groups are unregistered. 

It is shocking that 79 per cent of people who 
have recently moved home have not registered—
they have not kept their registration in line with 
their address. Home-mover data are captured in 
many ways—by lawyers, estate agents and 
Government agencies. We must try to find a way 
to link that to the electoral register, although that 

raises Data Protection Act 1998 issues and 
technicalities are involved in bringing together 
databases and making them work. Can that be 
done more cost effectively? Quite possibly, but 
more research is needed into that. That is a key 
suggestion that we want to be developed. 

We examined the Northern Ireland model in 
more detail. Difficulty had been experienced in 
correlating people who had dropped off the 
register with those who simply do not want to 
vote. The cost of individual registration falls to the 
UK Government. It needs to be costed and 
funded properly. Our session touched on quite a 
lot of controversy about funding from the public 
purse, not just for electoral registration but 
possibly for political parties. 

We felt that there was a duty to promote 
elections. It falls on a number of people or bodies: 
the Electoral Commission, returning officers—we 
had quite a number of them in our session—and 
individual electoral registration officers. However, 
in general, electoral registration places an onus 
on the individual to take some action. We feel that 
that is the best basis for it, but how that action is 
progressed and the information is collated to 
ensure that more people are able to vote and 
fewer are disfranchised is a key point that will 
need more discussion than is possible today. 

We considered whether there was a better way 
to register voters and even produced some 
incentives, such as a reduction in council tax for 
those who register. We discussed why some of 
those who register do not vote. Credit reference 
reasons are sometimes given—if people are in 
debt, they do not want their information to be 
available to agencies and other individuals—but 
there are other reasons why people disfranchise 
themselves, including because they simply do not 
want to engage with the political parties or 
process. They are the people on whom we need 
to focus. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Could you 
perhaps précis the rest of the discussion session, 
Jim? 

Jim Tolson: In other words, we are running out 
of time. 

We talked about alternative methods of voting 
and considered electronic voting through 
Facebook and being able to vote from work, for 
example. We want to remove as many barriers as 
possible to improve turnout. 

We also touched on whether the voting age 
should be reduced to 16. I gave examples of 
where that has already happened. In a trial in Fife 
and one other place elsewhere in Scotland, the 
voting age has been reduced to 16 for elections 
to the national health service board. 

The discussion session examined closely some 
of the issues and what measures we want to 
implement to encourage more voting. We have
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 not necessarily come up with the answers, but 
we had an interesting discussion. We should 
think about whether, in future, there should be a 
focus on registering more voters in the first place 
or on encouraging those who have registered to 
use their votes. It may be a case of doing both, 
but if we do both, we do it less efficiently than if 
we do one. Various examples were given of other 
parts of the country and the world where those 
approaches had been taken and of what the 
outcomes were. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: I ask the three 
chairs of the discussion sessions to take their 
places on the podium. They will be joined by the 
other panelists: Sir John Arbuthnott, who was 
chair of the Arbuthnott commission; Sarah Mackie 
who is senior officer, Scotland, for the Electoral 
Commission; and Stuart Moir, who is the senior 
community worker in youth participation with 
West Lothian Council. 

If anybody wants to ask a question, they should 
just raise their hand. Once they are invited to 
speak, they should wait till the red light on their 
microphone comes on, then we will hear them. 
There are hand-held mikes for anyone who 
cannot use the ones on the desks. It would also 
help if questioners could stand up while they 
speak and, if the question is to one particular 
group, say who it is.  

Who will be first? Lunch will not be any earlier if 
you do not ask questions.  

Dr James Gilmour (Fairshare Voting 
Reform): I do not want to ask a question; I want 
to make a comment. I will pick up on what Bob 
Doris said about party politicians concentrating on 
specific constituencies. That, of course, was 
greatly exemplified in the recent general election. 
In effect, it goes right up into all the party policies. 
However, the fundamental point is that it is an 
effect and a peculiarity of the voting system. We 
will not have the same problem in the Scottish 
local government elections in 2012 because the 
voting system is totally different and the 
importance of the vote in every ward is 
completely different from that in the UK general 
election. 

I am not sure how the MSPs and the political 
parties will handle the Scottish Parliament 
election next year, which involves probably the 
most difficult voting system of all for the voters to 
get their heads round in trying to vote effectively. I 
do not think that any of the parties has yet tackled 
that issue strategically. 

I am keen to see more people registered and 
voting, but we must be careful not to set our 
expectations too high. There is an interesting, 
though little-publicised, piece of research on the 
Scottish Government website that was 
commissioned by the previous Government and 
published in August 2005, which is about 
attitudes to participation in political matters at all 

levels, from community councils right up to the 
European Parliament. I appreciate the fact that 
the desire to participate goes beyond the desire 
to vote; nevertheless, in that little-publicised piece 
of research, only 32 per cent of voters were 
interested in being participants at any of those 
levels of government. We must recognise that 
we—those of us who are here today—are 
unusual and that the people outside who are not 
registered and not voting have other priorities. 
Perhaps, no matter what we do, we will never get 
the figure up to 100 per cent. 

Jim Tolson: That is an interesting point, but I 
want to take up an earlier point that Bob Doris 
made about the political parties, particularly in 
looking at the different voting system for local 
elections in 2012, focusing on certain areas and 
disfranchising others. I am afraid that I must 
disagree with that. I am trying to be as honest 
and non-political as I can be as a Lib Dem, 
although you can take what I am saying with a 
pinch of salt if you wish.  

As is often the case, when we ask for 
volunteers to be proactive and provide help—in 
our case, for different political parties—there are 
never enough volunteers. So, first, there is a 
resource shortage in that respect. Secondly, 
when it comes to financing, the political parties 
could all do with more money—as a member of 
one of the smaller parties, I see that more than 
most. Given that lack of resources and a 
keenness for us to maximise our vote, political 
parties will always focus on certain areas where 
they think that they will do better, as they are 
trying to do the best with what they have. That 
may result in the disfranchising of certain areas, 
which is unfortunate, but those are often the 
areas that other political parties choose to focus 
on, so, over the piece, there is a balance. I do not 
think that it is realistic to believe that, in the local 
government elections or any other elections, the 
political parties will not focus on certain areas 
more than others. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Bob Doris 
wants to reply to that, but are there any non-
politicians who want to comment? 

Stuart Moir (West Lothian Council): I can 
give a view from the field, having worked with 
young people. From my experience of working 
with young people and encouraging them to take 
part, I know that they are disappointed that they 
do not see politicians. Part of the reason why they 
are not connecting is that nobody has 
approached them to get them to think about how 
they should vote. We can do lots of things to get 
them to think about voting being important, but 
we cannot get them to think about the parties’ 
policy options or to meet politicians. Those are 
key things. Although I understand the parties’ 
resource constraints, the flipside of that is that we 
may always be in this position if the politicians
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 and parties cannot focus their resources more 
on young people. 

Bob Doris: I reinforce the view that was 
expressed in our group discussion. We did not 
say that it was just about political parties. We 
must accept that political parties are an extension 
of wider society and that, if fewer people are 
joining political parties, fewer people can be 
active in political parties. It is acknowledged that 
the political parties are just as active as they have 
always been. If they have activists, they use 
those activists, but if there is increasing apathy 
towards politics in society in general, for whatever 
reason, and the parties have a shrinking 
resource, they will tend to use that shrinking 
resource in a targeted way. It is slightly more 
complex than saying that politicians must do 
more. Of course, we must do more, but it must be 
borne in mind that, just like the rest of you here, 
we are extensions of society. 

12:45 
Sir John Arbuthnott: I will make a quick 

comment. Leaving aside the role of parties and 
our expectation that they will inform people, we 
must not forget that the local authority system, 
our Scottish Parliament, our Westminster 
Parliament and the European Parliament are the 
main instruments of democracy in this part of the 
world. They govern everything that we do with our 
lives. Therefore, there is participation in an active 
way because someone is interested, wants to find 
out more, wants to help and wants to change 
things, but there is also participation when things 
get tough. When things get tough, it is not 
unreasonable to expect that people have a rough 
idea of who represents them, where they can go 
for help, what that help represents and what laws 
and regulations govern their problem. This is not 
a trivial issue. It is not only about the role of 
parties and the role of politics; it is about the 
instruments of democracy operating and it is 
about understanding them. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Shall we move 
on to another question? 

Laura Cockram (Public and Commercial 
Services Union): I am from the Public and 
Commercial Services Union. We represent civil 
servants and people who work in privatised 
areas, agencies and non-departmental public 
bodies. We are not affiliated to any political party. 

I have a brief question. What can unions, 
community groups and other organisations do to 
encourage registration of their members and 
encourage voter participation—I am particularly 
looking at Sarah Mackie—given the restrictions 
that are placed on organisations if they register 
as a third party, as the PCS had to do this year? 

We have not mentioned compulsory voting and 
the enforcement of compulsory voting, although it 
is in all the paperwork that we have received. 

What does the panel think about compulsory 
voting? 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: You 
mentioned Sarah Mackie, so would she like to 
start? 

Sarah Mackie (Electoral Commission): I can 
start on compulsory voting. If I had a pound for 
every time people have said to me that we should 
do it the Australian way, I would be a very rich 
woman. I have recently been looking into the 
matter a little more. In Australia, people are fined 
if they do not vote but, although it is compulsory 
to register, they are not fined if they do not 
register, so those who do not want to be fined for 
non-voting hide from the registration process. We 
should not see the Australian system as being a 
wonderful system that outshines what we have 
here. 

Community groups and unions have access to 
people that perhaps we in the electoral field do 
not and you have on-going relationships with 
them, whereas a registration officer interacts with 
them once a year in the autumn at canvass time 
and electoral officials might interact with them 
only every time there is an election. The fact that 
you have on-going relationships with people 
enables you to get the information out. It takes 
time to change people’s minds. Someone who is 
disengaged will not get engaged in politics 
because they see one advert or one newsletter; it 
takes time and it is a drip-drip process. 

I suggest that you team up with the electoral 
officials who know all the legislative details and 
work with them to put the information across in an 
engaging way to your members. The same goes 
for community groups. You know your members, 
so you should get together with the people who 
know all the technical stuff and bring those two 
sides together. 

Mary Mulligan: In the group that I chaired 
there was some reference to community groups, 
such as trade unions, disability groups and 
organisations working with young people or our 
ethnic communities, encouraging the local people 
they are involved with to take part. A number of 
examples were given of the role that they can 
play, first in ensuring registration, because 
without that people do not get to vote, but also in 
educating people about what the bodies are for 
and about the issues that Sir John Arbuthnott 
mentioned, such as what councils do and what 
the Scottish Parliament does. At the surgery that I 
will hold this evening, people will come to me on 
a range of issues that are nothing to do with the 
Scottish Parliament—because we have not yet 
succeeded in educating people properly, they will 
come to the first representative they can get hold 
of. That is not a bad thing, but it indicates that 
there is a lack of understanding that we still need 
to address, so education is very important.
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 People need to be educated about what their 
representatives do for people and what effect 
those representatives can have on their work or 
home life. The decisions that we make for people 
on a daily basis make a difference to their lives. 
Until people understand that, they cannot always 
understand the importance of the role that we 
play as their representatives. 

I have reservations about compulsory voting, 
not least because it would require the 
establishment of yet another layer of bureaucracy 
to follow up those who did not keep to it. I do not 
think that we want to police that. However, I share 
people’s frustrations about the level of voter 
participation. 

Jim Tolson: I am happy to take Laura 
Cockram’s point that, probably like most 
members of unions, she does not have a political 
affiliation. That is perfectly fine. What a union 
does is not principally connected with politics, 
although that is a side issue. However, the public 
perception of unions is very much that they have 
a political bias, generally towards Labour. Until 
that is removed, people will always perceive that 
what a union says or does, including encouraging 
people to vote and a host of other things, has a 
political bias. 

One issue is that there is often an automatic 
arrangement for part of a person’s union fees to 
go to, usually, the Labour Party. That option is not 
suitable for unions in the long term because it 
creates the public perception that I mentioned. 
There should perhaps be an opt-in. I am not 
saying that the arrangement should be removed 
altogether, but people’s options are being taken 
away. 

Sir John Arbuthnott: If the larger workplaces 
in particular could flash up some simple 
messages such as, “Today is the last day for 
registration,” or, “The last day for registering for a 
postal vote is so-and-so,” that might help, 
because the messages would reach a large 
number of people. 

Stuart Moir: My comments come from my 
reflections on working with young people. The 
question was about what unions can do to help 
the process. The first thing is that young people—
certainly the ones with whom I have worked over 
the years—often do not know what a trade union 
is. One thing that the unions could do is to focus 
on recruiting young people, and not in a party-
political sense. Trade unions are democratic 
institutions, and being a member of a union is one 
way in which young people can understand the 
whole process of civic participation. 

The obvious point is that, when there are 
elections, the unions can encourage their 
members to think about registering and taking 
part, and they can make clear what impact the 
elections have through the people who are 
elected to Parliament and the decisions that they 

make. Encouraging young people to join a union 
in the first place would be a good starting point. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: We have 
already gone beyond our allotted time, but I will 
take one more comment from the gentleman who 
had his hand up earlier, if he could make it quick. 
We will then take some quick responses from the 
panel as well. 

Colin Lee (Council of Ethnic Minority 
Voluntary Sector Organisations (Scotland)): 
The minister, Bruce Crawford, mentioned 
education campaigns and the targeting of hard-
to-reach groups, and Jim Tolson mentioned the 
low representation of people from ethnic minority 
groups among those who register to vote. We 
highlighted some of those issues in our group 
discussions. I would like to ask how the 
Government, the Parliament and key agencies 
can take that agenda forward and reach hard-to-
reach communities such as ethnic minorities. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Does Bob 
Doris want to comment on that? 

Bob Doris: I will go off at a slight tangent, 
because there is something else that is linked to 
that. It is the idea that each group that is less 
likely to turn out, whether it is ethnic minorities or 
whoever, has its own unique barriers but that 
there is an overarching lack of participation 
across a range of groups. 

One issue that came up in our group is the idea 
of advance voting, with polling stations being 
open for three, four or five days in a row in town 
or city centres. In cities, if the technology was 
right, people from Paisley or Dumbarton who 
were shopping in Glasgow on a particular day 
could vote there. We need to think imaginatively 
about how we structure elections to ensure that 
people find it easier to vote, but if we go down 
that road, it is important to ensure that we have 
the relevant information officers, literature and 
support materials. 

That is just one idea about how we engage with 
wider communities. It is about how, if they will not 
come to the polling station, we go and reach out 
to them and encourage them to cast their vote. 

Mary Mulligan: The issue was constantly 
raised in our group. It was identified that we need 
to address the barriers, whether it is local or 
national Government that does that. If there are 
language or access issues, we need to address 
them. A start has been made in addressing some 
of those issues, but that has not been done to the 
extent that we can ensure that people who feel 
that they are outside the system want to be part 
of the process. The issue remains of giving 
people a reason to vote. We must look at what 
the barriers to that might be and, as 
Governments, try to address them. 

Jim Tolson: An interesting statistic that came 
up, which I will remind people of, is that 31 per
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 cent of members of the BME community are 
not registered to vote. The answer does not 
always lie with white, middle-aged males such as 
me. It often needs to be found at least in 
conjunction with the BME community. 

Recently, I have seen real movement in the 
Muslim sector with a view to involving the wider 
community in its activities and teaching people a 
little bit about what is required. The mosque in 
Dunfermline has just announced that it is to hold 
a number of public participation sessions on 
involvement. The adoption of a proactive stance 
by members of the BME community, whether 
Chinese, Asian or whatever, is a key part of the 
process of ensuring that messages can get 
through not just about issues such as religion, but 
about what involvement they can have in the 
wider community by, for example, registering to 
vote and ensuring that they use that vote, which 
is what we are interested in today. 

Sir John Arbuthnott: I have a brief closing 
remark. I would like to thank the Presiding Officer 
and his colleagues in the Government and the 
Parliament for organising today’s event. Following 
the publication of the commission’s report, I was 
quite disappointed that the initial interest seemed 
to fade; I said to someone the other day that the 
report was gathering dust in my attic. I have since 
gone up to the attic to get it out and have started 
thinking about it again. 

We are talking about an incredibly important 
issue. More changes in what we do are to be 
introduced, and we are trying to encourage more 
people to take part. We must ensure that the 
system works in all the elections that we run. 
What you are doing now is hugely important and I 
encourage you to maintain it at a pretty high level. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: I thank all our 
panellists for their contributions to this part of 
proceedings, which has been all too brief, and 
ask them to resume their seats for the final few 
addresses. [Applause.] 

For the final session, I welcome back Bruce 
Crawford, Minister for Parliamentary Business. 

Bruce Crawford: I will take a few minutes to 
run through some of the thoughts that developed 
in my head during the morning, but before I do 
so, I will comment on Sir John Arbuthnott’s 
closing remarks. He described the position in 
which I have ended up. As a politician, I have 
been surprised by the output from the various 
groups that I spent some time in. I was asked to 
go round and talk to all the groups, but I got so 
involved talking to one group that I did not get 
round all of them. That is an indication that what 
was going on was quite powerful. Such sessions 
should be compulsory for all politicians and 
elected members, so that we can understand 
some of the things that are going on. To use Dr 
James Gilmour’s phraseology, we might be a bit 

unusual—a bit anoraky—but it is still important for 
us to understand what people are saying. 

Lots of issues were discussed: early years 
education; the lack of awareness of processes; 
new media; registration; reasons to be involved; 
funding for parties; electronic voting; the impact of 
the media on campaigns; antiquated voting 
systems; different ways to vote; voting at age 16; 
and why vote? For me, those issues came down 
to three themes: education, engagement and 
relevance. If I take away anything from today’s 
event, it is that we need to do more work on those 
three broad themes if we are to take forward the 
electoral reform agenda. 

Two points in particular stuck out. Something 
that Dr Robert Johns said came through in the 
groups that I listened to, which is that a sense of 
public duty is one of the primary drivers that 
motivates people to vote. That sense of 
requirement is part of their value systems. 

13:00 
That links to some of what we heard about the 

early work that we need to do with young people 
to get them to develop an understanding of civic 
society, what it is made up of and why it is so 
important. That clicked with me when I thought 
about what happens in Denmark. There are high 
turnouts in Denmark, with a high participation rate 
in politics. Denmark’s population is about the 
same size as Scotland’s and, if I remember 
correctly, Venstre, the biggest political party in 
Denmark, has more than 50,000 members. That 
is because people get involved there at a much 
earlier point in their lives, and are helped to 
understand what is going on in civic life around 
them. There must be something in that for 
Scotland. 

The other key issue that came through for me 
was the behaviour of political parties and 
politicians. Points have been made today about a 
lack of resources and targeting. In his group, Bob 
Doris referred to the fact that, if we are not 
careful, we will create a downward spiral in how 
we engage with people. One of the things that 
might have contributed to the process was the 
party leaders’ broadcasts during the election 
campaign, which created an environment in 
which the parties were targeting and appealing to 
certain voters on television, creating a much more 
presidential system. 

I gave some quotations in my opening remarks, 
and I have another one that is a bit more cynical: 

“Politicians and diapers have one thing in common. 
They should both be changed regularly and for the same 
reason.” 

“Where do we go from here?” is the question 
that is now in my head, as minister with 
responsibility for the local government elections in 
2012. We cannot just leave matters here, after 
the call that we heard from Sir John Arbuthnott. I
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 will certainly consider building something more 
meaningful into the consultation process that we 
are required to undertake for the regulations 
governing the 2012 elections, so that we can 
engage more successfully with the people of 
Scotland and encourage a high turnout. 

We are all anoraks here—we are a bit unusual, 
as was pointed out earlier. We should think about 
how to broaden out sessions such as this to 
involve people in our society and our 
communities throughout Scotland who do not 
have access to the information. We need to 
understand more from them what we must do to 
help them—to reach those groups in our society 
who are much more difficult to reach and to 
encourage them to become more involved. We 
must understand from them what more we need 
to do as a country, as a Parliament and as 
organisers of elections, perhaps also as unions—
wherever we come from—to help people turn out 
to vote. Democracy in this part of the world relies 
on that. 

Thank you very much for participating. I have 
thoroughly enjoyed it—and it has challenged 
many of my own preconceived ideas. [Applause.] 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: I invite Duncan 
McNeil, the convener of the Local Government 
and Communities Committee, to deliver his final 
remarks. 

Duncan McNeil: I will resist the urge to make 
too many comments, being in the full knowledge 
that I am effectively the barrier to lunch—once 
you get me over with, you can go there quickly. 

The Official Report of today’s session will be 
available in a week or so, along with, I hope, the 
presentation slides from the groups. We will 
ensure that everybody here receives an e-mail 
with that information. We would appreciate 
comment and feedback. 

I echo the minister’s sentiments: it was once 
famously said that this is not an event, but a 
process. If we are serious about it, we cannot be 
enthused only for today. A lot of hard work needs 
to be done at all sorts of levels to make a reality 
out of the sessions that have been held today. A 
lot of ideas need to be discussed further. Our 
committee will do that for the remaining part of 
the session, and it will certainly form part of the 
legacy of work that we will leave to the committee 
that succeeds us after the 2011 elections.  

It is important to thank our speaker, Dr Rob 
Johns. When I did a bit of group hopping, I heard 
his name mentioned in all the groups that I 
attended. He certainly did his job well, and we 
thank him for setting the scene for us. [Applause.]  

We also need to thank our key speakers, Sir 
John Arbuthnott, Stuart Moir and Sarah Mackie, 
as well as the clerks and the other parliamentary 
staff, whose hard work we appreciate. We are all 
aware of the work that goes into events such as 

this one; they do not happen by accident. I must 
also thank my committee colleagues: the Deputy 
Presiding Officer, Alasdair Morgan; Mary 
Mulligan; Bob Doris; Jim Tolson; and David 
McLetchie. They gave up a valuable constituency 
day to be with us today.  

Most important, I thank our audience for 
attending and participating. We look forward to 
working with you all on this important issue for a 
long time into the future.  

Now it is time for lunch, over which I am sure 
that we will have an opportunity to continue our 
discussion. [Applause.]  

Meeting closed at 13:06. 

 


